
Winner of 2 Australian Business Awards

- The Australian Business Awards
- Cloud Innovation Winner 2016
- Software Innovation Winner 2016

Site Access Control Systems

Our Product Range

- Rapid Induct – E-learning and induction software.
- Rapid Contractor Management – Online software for the management of contractors and related compliance.
- Rapid Access Systems – Site access control systems and software.
- Rapid Visitor Access – Touch-screen or tablet visitor sign in.
- Rapid Incident Reporting – Online software for the reporting and management of workplace incidents.
- Rapid Hazard Management – Online software for the identification and control of workplace hazards.
- Rapid Service Alert – Online asset management software for the scheduling of maintenance.
- Rapid Permit To Work – Permit request software system for all work permits.
- Rapid Auditor – Online auditing and inspection software.

Let’s go to work

sales@rapidglobal.com
1800 307 595 AU

About this site

Evacuation plan

2016 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Cloud Innovation (Rapid Access Systems)
2016 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Software Innovation (Rapid Access Systems)
2016 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Product Excellence (Rapid Contractor Management)
2016 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Software Innovation (Rapid Contractor Management)
2015 - CeBIT.AU Business Awards Finalist
2012 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Product Excellence (Rapid Contractor Management)
2010 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Service Excellence
2010 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Best New Product (Rapid Incident Reporting)
2007 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Innovation
2007 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Product Excellence

First impressions are everything!

Rapid Access Systems put your best foot forward from the moment your visitor walks in the door whilst providing the benefits of:

- Immediate access to reliable records of site attendance
- Flexible for all environments
- Improves site safety and security
- Provides confidence with auditable records
- Economical and environmentally friendly solution
- Privacy of other visitor information compared to paper visitor book
- Emergency evacuation peace of mind

Visitor Management Features

- Visitor arrives
- Enters name
- Select person (host) to visit
- Complete safety induction
- System searches to see if the visitor has attended recently
- If first time visitor - details completed and photo taken
- Receive instant SMS and email alerts when your visitor arrives!

WELCOME TO THE DEXION VISITOR ACCESS SYSTEM
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What Is Rapid Access Systems?

Rapid Access Systems is a visitor sign in sign out touchscreen solution designed to replace your unsecured visitor log book. Incorporating an optional app for QR code site entry, the Rapid Access System is more than just a record of visitors to site. Able to dispense keys from a secure key cabinet, integrate with alcohol breath testing units, track man hours, display site induction information and emergency notifications, businesses using this system enjoy a fully functional yet affordable site entry solution.

Rapid Access Systems is perfect for companies from any industry and size who have site security concerns, wish to monitor site entry, improve emergency evacuation procedures or streamline their entry point process. Visitors to your site sign in and out using their details, Rapid Contractor ID swipe card, QR code or through fingerprint recognition.

Some of the world’s most recognizable brands such as AMP, Toll, Coca Cola and McDonald’s rely on Rapid Access Systems every day to manage entry to site.

If your company is concerned about personnel or contractors starting work without proof of identity, current induction status, licences or permits, then Rapid Access Systems is the best visitor management system to streamline and control your site entry.

What Makes Rapid Access Systems Different?

There are many systems in the marketplace that provide on site sign in, but Rapid Access Systems provides so much more than just access.

The system links with other Rapid Global products such as Rapid Induct and Rapid Contractor Management to provide a comprehensive picture of the compliance of both the individual worker and their company. Only fully compliant workers from compliant companies are provided access to enter the site.

Optional branded swipe cards used to quickly sign in.

How Rapid Access Systems Work

Your business can select the site entry system that best suits your needs. Options include the Rapid Access App (for QR code entry) or on site touchscreen with label printer.

On arrival to site your visitors, employees and contractors sign in by either entering their details, swiping their Rapid Contractor ID card, or by using the fingerprint scanner. The visitor is then asked to select their host and provided with a site induction. All contractors are screened to ensure their compliance (i.e. licences, inductions and insurance status) before being granted entry to site.

An SMS and email is sent to the host to notify them of their visitor’s arrival. When linked with Rapid Permit To Work, the access system can also act as a permit request system for contractors completing work orders that require safety licences such as confined space or hot work permits.

Should an emergency occur you will have instant access to your visitor list by using the app, printing an evacuation list or by using the administrator dashboard to print a report.
Features / Benefits

Rapid Access Systems is the most intelligent software in its class with a wide range of unrivalled product features and benefits:

- Track employee hours. Employees swipe in and out using data card or fingerprint biometrics.
- Contractor sign in and sign out, with hours on site monitored.
- Checks the status of inductions and company compliance.
- Option to include an on-site photo and on the spot ID card printing.
- Has the ability to display warnings and alerts to ensure all workers are advised of safety notices.
- Notifications to on-site personnel of worker arrival.
- Integrates with Rapid Contractor Management including swipe card system for checking of worker’s credentials and licenses.
- Displays emergency information and prints emergency evacuation list.
- Clearance to work/permits able to be integrated (Rapid Permit To Work)
- Able to integrate with Rapid Incident Reporting to allow for reporting of incidents via touchscreen.
- Optional hardware includes alcohol testing units and key dispenser cabinets.
- The solution is scalable with the ability to easily grow.
- Includes online site induction.
- Suitable for a variety of worksite applications and environments.

Rapid Access App

Entering a work site has never been so easy!
If you are a contractor or worker entering a Rapid Access controlled site, then this is the app for you!
The Rapid Access App works in conjunction with the Rapid Access software to allow workers to enter a site quickly and safely with the touch of a few buttons.

Using the Rapid Access App you can:

- Sign in or out of a site by scanning a site located QR code with a mobile device
- Complete a site induction on a device
- Receive safety alerts
- View site evacuation maps
- Complete risk assessments and permits
- Upload, view and complete SWMS/JSEAs
- Enter expected work hours

Systems Able To Include

Card printers
Key dispenser systems
Breath Tester
Label Printer
Visitor Sign In Solution

Rapid Access Systems ensures you present at your best to every visitor on arrival and is simply the easiest and most affordable way to manage site visitor attendance.

Greet your visitors and contractors with a sign in process that is state of the art technology. Suitable for both manned and unmanned situations, the Rapid Access System provides point of entry sign in and record of attendance. Safety site induction information and site maps are displayed to each visitor. Visitors select the name of the person they are visiting and the host is notified immediately via SMS and email! Also includes on the spot automated label printing for each visitor.

Visitor Management

Rapid Access Systems is a powerful easy to use visitor sign in solution. Need to categorise your visitors and present each type with a different short induction? No problem! Rapid Access Systems is flexible and can be set up to manage all types of visitors including contractors and employees from other sites.

Your Site Gatekeeper

- Touchscreen/Tablet
- App
- Auto Alerts

√ ID Cards/Labels
√ Emergency Evacuation
√ Site Inductions

Use as a simple visitor sign in system or a sophisticated site access gate keeper. Scalable to provide the features and level of complexity your business requires.

What Our Clients Say

AMP CAPITAL

“The integration capabilities that the Rapid software provides has allowed us to ensure that contractors are not able to sign in to site without a valid induction, or insurances. For some sites, contractors also require validation prior to accessing a hard key from the Keywatcher system. This is a significant improvement in compliance.”

Jerusha Beresford, National Risk Manager, Office & Industrial - Shopping Centres, AMP Capital

HOLDEN

“We were looking for a robust system or method that would provide emergency information and provide us with a way to get on top of visitor sign in process as well as efficiently communicate to the host that their guest has arrived.”

Perry Heaton, National Security Manager, GM Holden Ltd

“The fact that people can’t see who else has visited throughout the day is an improvement in privacy and security. In addition to this, one of the big benefits was during a recent muster which clearly indicated who was on site. The receptionist was able to press one button and was provided with all visitor’s contact details. This has enhanced our emergency response capability and the ability to provide adequate follow up to emergency.”

Perry Heaton, National Security Manager, GM Holden Ltd
Visitor Management Features

- Visitor sign in and sign out
- Auto SMS and email notification of visitor arrival
- Includes safety induction and site maps
- Instant evacuation list printing and online view
- All-in-one terminal, iPad and tablet options
- Printed labels or ID cards
- Photo ID of visitor
- Collect visitor contact information
- Option to manage and track contractor hours
- Includes ability for visitor to report any incidents
- Use as a visitor sign in system or combine with Rapid Contractor Management for a full contractor on site arrival system!

Main Benefits

First impressions are everything! Rapid Access Systems put your best foot forward from the moment your visitor walks in the door whilst providing the benefits of:

- Immediate access to reliable records of site attendance
- Flexible for all environments
- Improves site safety and security
- Provides confidence with auditable records
- Economical and environmentally friendly solution
- Privacy of other visitor information compared to paper visitor book
- Emergency evacuation peace of mind

Receive instant SMS and email alerts when your visitor arrives!
Our Product Range

- **Rapid Induct** – E-learning and induction software.
- **Rapid Contractor Management** – Online software for the management of contractors and related compliance.
- **Rapid Access Systems** – Site access control systems and software.
- **Rapid Visitor Access** – Touch-screen or tablet visitor sign in.
- **Rapid Incident Reporting** – Online software for the reporting and management of workplace incidents.
- **Rapid Hazard Management** – Online software for the identification and control of workplace hazards.
- **Rapid Service Alert** – Online asset management software for the scheduling of maintenance.
- **Rapid Permit To Work** – Permit request software system for all work permits.
- **Rapid Auditor** – Online auditing and inspection software.

Our Clients  We proudly provide software to some of the world’s largest companies. Please find a sample of clients who are already using our software products below.

Our Awards

2016 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Cloud Innovation (Rapid Access Systems)
2016 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Software Innovation (Rapid Access Systems)
2016 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Product Excellence (Rapid Contractor Management)
2016 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Software Innovation (Rapid Contractor Management)
2015 - CeBIT.AU Business Awards Finalist
2012 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Product Excellence (Rapid Contractor Management)
2010 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Service Excellence
2010 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Best New Product (Rapid Incident Reporting)
2007 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Innovation
2007 - Winner of the Australian Business Award for Product Excellence
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